Swachh Bharath Programme was conducted on 13.3.2020 in the College ground. 18 EBSB members were participated and clean the Arts and Commerce block. The Principal, staff also encourage to students of this activity.
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"Swachh Bharath" Programme was conducted by EBSB Students in the College Premises on 14.2.20. 32 members were participate and clean the college premises, and teachers and students were participate and clean the college without plastic and garbage.
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A Video was created by G. Goutham B.Com Dgr on Haryana culture on 12.2.2020. Shiva Kumar, Lecturer in English, encouraged the student to create a video on Haryana State culture.
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Charlotte Griffith
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beet, lree, passport.

cultural, Art, Church: Const, 9th, 6th
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words in Telugu on 18/4/2020. They

leave the scene thereafter.

18/4/2020
Watering to Plants.


EBSB Members were participate in the programme of watering to Plants on 9.3.2020. 23 members were participated in watering to plants in the college ground.
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The activity of Poster Prepared and presented at Science block, under the chairmanship of Sri S. Rangarathnam principal, and co-ordinated by STBB attended this programme. "EBSB" members were prepared the posters on paired state of Haryana culture. In this programme, all the state members appreciate the students those were prepared posters on Haryana culture.

cc: ordinates

Principal.
The Quiz Competition was conducted on 27.1.2020. Under the chairmanship of Sri S. Ranganathram, Chairman, Principal of EBSB, Host the this programme. S. Shivakumar, Lecturer in English, was congratulated as Quiz master for this Quiz Competition. 18 members were participated in three groups, each group contain 6 members. The Quiz questions were related to Haryana state. In these three groups were are 1. Arts 2) Commerce 3) Science. The BA group was bagged the winner of Quiz Competition.

Co-ordinator
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GDC, Bijnor
Essay writing is conducted on 29.1.2020 in room no 201 on "Haryana Culture". 6 members were participated and organized by this essay writing competition was D. Saurjive, Lect. in Telugu. A. Srikanth, Bcom 3yr was get 1 prize.
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